
From checking in at airports and hotels to ordering food at 
restaurants, purchasing movie theater tickets, and paying bills, 
public touchscreen kiosks play an ever-increasing role in our daily 
lives. By 2031, technology will be even more ingrained in our world as 
the global IoT retail market reaches USD 177.90 billion, growing at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20.3 percent from 2022.1 
However, the global focus on minimizing public health risks and 
curbing the spread of infectious diseases has increased the need to 
reduce or eliminate touching of public surfaces like those found on 
popular self-service kiosks. 

Companies have responded by asking employees to manually clean and 
sanitize kiosk screens after each customer use, but such a solution adds labor, 
eliminating many of the benefits of deploying a kiosk. Other businesses are 
incorporating disinfecting UV lighting technologies that eliminate germs and 
viruses, and can be costly and reduce efficiency by requiring users to wait for 
lengthy sanitizing periods.

With the LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit, consumers can complete 
touch-free transactions and businesses can meet changing customer health and 
safety expectations, improve operational efficiency, and boost their bottom line.

Challenge: Touch-based kiosks can contribute to the spread 
of highly infectious viruses and germs
The public increasingly relies on digital, touch-based devices and kiosks to 
complete everyday tasks. But public surfaces can harbor thousands of germs 
and viruses. An average self-check-in screen at a busy airport can contain 
more than 250,000 colony-forming units (CFUs) of bacteria, 13 times greater 
than the average of an airport water fountain button.2 The renewed focus on 
protecting public health and minimizing contact between people and public 
surfaces has created a strong demand for touchless technologies. Additionally, 
solutions that enable touchless interactions on new and existing touch-based 
kiosks are usually costly and complex to implement. For example, there are 
an astronomical number of compute architectures in the field today. This 
large volume of architectures would require developers to be able to use 
different tools and programming languages for each architecture type when 
transforming touch-based kiosks to touchless kiosks—an overwhelming, 
complex, and resource-intensive project. 

With the help of the Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit, the LIPSense Touchless Interface 
Camera Kit enables touchless kiosk interactions to protect public health, enhance 
customer experiences, and offer businesses new opportunities for increased revenue 
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Solution: LIPSense 3D sensor–based 
solution with Intel® oneAPI enables touch-
free interactions
Equipped with advanced 3D sensors, the LIPSense 
TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit detects a person’s 
fingertips and visualizes mouse events, enabling near-real-
time control for kiosks. LIPSense TI110 takes advantage of 
the Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit to enable code-once, deploy-
anywhere flexibility for installation across a wide range 
of kiosk configurations and retrofittings. Features of the 
LIPS solution include a touchless user interface, real-time 
fingertip tracking, and capture of click and scroll motions 
for mouse events. The solution also includes a proprietary 
algorithm for optimal fingertip-detection performance, a 
user-friendly UI guide for calibration and system setting, 
and support for Windows OS. 

Once installed onto a kiosk, LIPSense TI110 can:

• Detect a user’s intention to interact with the kiosk UI by 
detecting the user’s hand as it enters a predefined zone in 
front of the screen

• Project the user’s fingertip to the screen as a “cursor” in 
Windows OS

• Translate fingertip movement into “scroll” or “click” actions 
and input them into Windows OS as cursor controls

LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit 
Specifications

Supported OS Microsoft Windows

Minimum CPU requirements Intel® Core™ i5 processors*

Supported screen orientation Portrait

Supported screen size 15.6"x~32"

Touch report rate 3 Hz

Sensitivity DPI 8

Supported mouse events Click, drag

Definitions

• Touch report rate: The frequency of updates to the cursor 
position or action

• Dots per inch (DPI): The resolution of the touchless cursor

• DPI 8: 2.54 cm / 8 = 3.2 mm
*The LIPS touchless interface solution leverages the Intel® oneAPI library for fast 
   development and real-time performance software on Intel® platforms.

Robust user safety 
features

Touchless technology 
allows users to avoid germs 
or viruses that may be on 
the touchscreen.

Fast time to value

Begin using touchless 
kiosks sooner with 
automatic fingertip 
tracking—no training 
required.

Simple legacy kiosk 
upgrades

Add a 3D camera to 
easily retrofit existing 
touchscreen devices or 
enable interactivity of 
nontouch screens.

Fun, exciting customer 
experiences

Engage customers in 
compelling new ways while 
removing friction from their 
buying journey.

Benefits of LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit

LIPSense TI110 case and camera
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How it works  
To achieve touchless interactions, LIPSense uses a 3D 
sensor with a USB interface, a solution driver installed 
on the existing kiosk, and a quick-setup user guide for 
sensor calibration and system settings. When developing 
LIPSense, the LIPS team leveraged the Intel oneAPI 
Base Toolkit—an open standard for a unified application 
programming interface intended to be used across different 
compute architectures—to eliminate the challenges kiosk 
developers face such as maintaining separate codebases, 
multiple programming languages, and different tools and 
workflows for each architecture. 

Understanding touchless technology
There are various methods to implement touchless 
interface, including:

• Short distance virtual touch using IR/proximity 
sensors: These sensors can detect the presence of 
nearby objects without any physical contact.

• Virtual mouse/touch using computer vision or radar: 
This method involves a 3D camera followed by an 
artificial intelligence (AI) pipeline involving machine 
learning and computer vision. AI models can be 
trained to detect a user pointing a finger at the screen.

• Gesture solution using computer vision‒based 
deep learning method or radar: Another camera-
based solution that can track movement, detecting 
various shapes and position changes.

Innovative industry uses for touchless kiosks
Because the LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit can be easily implemented into new kiosk applications and 
cost-effectively retrofitted into existing kiosk deployments by simply adding a 3D camera, it’s an ideal solution for many 
industries. Existing applications where LIPSense TI110 would work well include ticketing kiosks at bus stations, train 
stations, cinemas, and similar venues; wayfinding kiosks in office buildings; self-check-in kiosks in hotels; bill-pay kiosks in 
utility company lobbies; and ATMs.

Retail
In retail stores, shelf space is at a premium. With an endless 
aisle touchless kiosk, retailers can extend in-store inventory 
and showcase an unlimited number of items to customers. 
Using just their fingertips or recognized gestures, 
customers can browse and order products online and 
choose to have their items shipped to their home or to the 
store for pickup.

Hospitality: Food and drink
Quick-service restaurants and fast casual establishments 
can take advantage of touchless kiosks to provide 
customers with a simple, consistent, and efficient digital 
ordering experience. Kiosks can increase the average 
order value by consistently presenting upsells during every 
customer interaction. Restaurants outside of quick service 
and fast casual can also use touchless kiosks or displays 
in innovative ways. For example, a chef may be able to 
touchlessly scroll through recipes on a kitchen display while 
preparing food to avoid contamination that might be caused 
by touching a kitchen display.

Healthcare
By placing self-service, touchless kiosks in accessible 
locations, healthcare providers can reduce wait time 
and improve patient satisfaction. Self-care diagnostic 
and self-care dispensing kiosks allow customers to book 
appointments, conduct simple body tests, pay bills, 
and dispense medicine without help from medical staff. 
Touchless technology can also be beneficial to surgeons in 
the operating room. Imagine that a surgeon needs to view 
several X-rays while operating. Touching a display would 
require them to rescrub, costing time, energy, and money. 
Asking an assistant to perform the task may be too slow. 
Instead, a LIPSense-enabled kiosk would allow that surgeon 
to flip through multiple X-rays without having to touch the 
display, allowing them to stay with their patient.
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Notices and disclaimers 
1. “IoT in Retail Market by Offering (Solution, Service), by Application (Supply Chain Operations Management, Customer Management, Sales and Customer Management, Asset Management, 

Others), by Deployment Mode (On-premise, Cloud), by Enterprise Size (Large Enterprise, SMEs): Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2021-2031,” Allied Market Research, 
August 2022, https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/iot-in-retail-market-A13167.

2. “Germs at the Airport: The Germs that Travel with Us,” insuranceQuotes, accessed September 2022, https://www.insurancequotes.com/health/germs-at-the-airport.
Intel® technologies may require enabled hardware, software, or service activation.
No product or component can be absolutely secure.
Your costs and results may vary.
Intel does not control or audit third-party data. You should consult other sources to evaluate accuracy.
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel® products and software are intended only to be 
used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
0922/MD/CMD/PDF
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Conclusion: Start your touchless journey 
with LIPS and Intel
With the help of the LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface 
Camera Kit and the Intel oneAPI Base Toolkit, you can help 
enhance the safety of your consumers, deliver frictionless 
customer experiences, and boost your bottom line with 
new, innovative revenue streams. The LIPSense TI110 uses 
a proprietary algorithm for optimal fingertip detection 
performance, a user-friendly UI guide for calibration and 
system setting, and support for Windows OS. 

Learn more
Explore the LIPSense TI110 Touchless Interface Camera Kit 
and more solutions from LIPS at lips-hci.com.

Discover high-performance tools and libraries for developing 
across diverse architectures with Intel® oneAPI Toolkits.  

Read more about the benefits of Intel-powered touchless 
technology.

About LIPS 
LIPS is a pioneer in 3D sensing and AI technologies 
and a global leading provider of industrial 3D sensing 
solutions. LIPS designs, builds, and customizes 3D 
depth cameras as well as develops middleware and 
turnkey solutions to fulfill its customers’ industrial 
applications.

lips-hci.com 
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